RubyMine 2016.2.1 RC (build 162.1447.23) Release
Notes
HAML

Bug

RUBY-18289

IntelliJ 2016.2 freezes while indexing HAML file

Bug

RUBY-18231

HAML following javascript filter blocks is marked as red/unresolved

IDE

Bug

RUBY-18327

rubymine.bat needs a few improvements

Refactorings

Bug

RUBY-17419

Extract parameter can cause mismatching order of parameters in caller
and callee

Bug

RUBY-18302

RSpec Let refactoring should not have "Extract" in it

Remote
Interpreters

Bug

RUBY-18109

Debug Rails Console command does not work.

Ruby Version
Managers

Bug

RUBY-18030

Gems installation into rbenv gemset causes gem is not available in the
SDK warning until reopen Settings

Bug

RUBY-18088

Gems are not synchronized in External Libraries after adding/removing
gemsets in rbenv-gemsets file

Bug

RUBY-18294

Default SDK will not apply for Create new project wizard

Bug

RUBY-18293

Rbenv gemset for new installed sdk will not shown after creation until
switch from IDE and return

Usability

RUBY-18185

No SDK selected value will be changed to random SDK while create
RailsApps Sample

Cosmetics

RUBY-18299

Replace 'Gemsets have been changed' to 'File .rbenv-gemsets has been
changed'

Slim

Bug

RUBY-18278

Eternal indexing in Slim

Tests

Feature

RUBY-16613

minitest failure result nodes need "jump to test" functionality

YAML

Bug

RUBY-18290

Сan not open yml file

No subsystem

Bug

IDEA-156993 Project Name replaced with Directory Basename in Welcome Screen (EAP,
Regression)

Bug

IDEA-157266 Safe delete: Exclude file is enable

Performance IDEA-158360 IDEA IU-162.1121.32 ConcurrentModificationException
Usability

IDEA-158213 Inconsistent soft wraps all state

Code Analysis.
Inspection

Bug

IDEA-157068 Inspection result tool window - 'Nothing here' in quickfix pop-up after using
Go Next/Prev problem

Code Navigation

Performance IDEA-156735 Bookmarks causing typing slowness

Find, Replace,
Find Usages

Bug

IDEA-120868 Usage search "No Results" popup too small

IDE Configuration

Feature

IDEA-158388 Add 'fromIDE' to all URLs that are opened from updates dialog

Bug

IDEA-156742 Save problem for Code Style Setting on Windows

Bug

IDEA-153585 File Templates can't be exported/imported via Export/Import settings

Indices

Bug

IDEA-156411 UI lockup on updating indices

User Interface

Bug

IDEA-158318 File selector in 'Version Control' -> 'History' doesn't work if window was
hidden

Version Control

Bug

IDEA-153272 Files are lost during the movement of unversioned files to overwrite
existing files with same names

Usability

IDEA-146640 If Commit dialog is invoked when index is not built yet it suggests to wait
to make code analysis available forever

Usability

IDEA-155714 Clone Repository - User has a Hard Stop if Directory exists, even after
deleting Directory

Usability

IDEA-149027 Not able to clone Repository into existing empty folder

Cosmetics

IDEA-155713 Error message refers to a "Directory" and "Path" in the same context.

Usability

IDEA-135612 Git clone dialog: "The parent path must exist" should be a warning

Usability

IDEA-118140 Don't add renamed or moved files to git index unless configured to do so

Version Control.
Log

Bug

IDEA-157907 user filter shows no changes after scrolling down

Debugger

Bug

WEB-22522

Debugger: java.nio.file.AccessDeniedException on Karma tests debug

JavaScript

Feature

WEB-22281

Provide coding assistance for declaration names

Bug

WEB-22297

babelrc doesn't recognize plugin options

Bug

WEB-22285

Live Templates: jsClassName() doesn't return AMD module name when
expanded in ES6 method definition shorthand

Bug

WEB-22369

Convert to arrow function produces truncated result

JavaScript.
Formatter

Bug

WEB-22268

Align var statement and assignments does not align ES6 destructuring
assignments

JavaScript.
Frameworks

Feature

WEB-22233

angular-ui-router diagram: add more info on chart

Bug

WEB-22498

Good code is red in JSX React syntax

Bug

WEB-22219

angular-ui-router diagram: remove element list from settings

Bug

WEB-22277

JSX boolean attributes mistakenly reported as not boolean

Feature

WEB-21946

Linters: highlight the whole token

Bug

WEB-22310

Inspections: "Convert to let" leaves preceding comments untouched while
moving declarations

Bug

WEB-22260

Incorrect detection JSDoc in tag @typedef

Bug

WEB-21334

Eslint config with strings

Bug

WEB-22166

Intentions: "Add braces to arrow function statement" eats any preceding
comment

Exception

WEB-22394

Inspections: Throwable on applying "Convert to let"/"Convert to const"
quick fix

JavaScript.
Predefs

Bug

WEB-22269

EcmaScript6.js (Predefined JavaScript files) claims Array.prototype.fill will
return "void"

JavaScript.
Refactoring

Bug

WEB-22132

Convert to let should consider scope

Bug

WEB-22133

NPE during var to let conversion

Bug

WEB-20067

"Find Usages" and refactoring does not work, with es6 object definition

Feature

WEB-22280

TypeScript 2.0: support 'include' option in tsconfig.json

Bug

WEB-22322

TypeScript: Convert to shorthand arrow function creates invalid shorthand
functions

Bug

WEB-22416

Additional TypeScript annotator in plugin breaks semantic highlighting of
TS class names

Feature

PY-19781

Add 'Vagrant Share' command to Tools > Vagrant

Version Control.
Git

JavaScript.
Inspections

TypeScript

Vagrant

